Company Description:

Aeroficial Intelligence is a Graz based IT-Start-up focusing on flight data analytics within the commercial air transport sector. We are currently incubated at the ESA Business Incubation Center Austria in Graz.

Your Responsibility

- You are working on our data pipelines and analyse flight data to gain deeper insights and optimisation potentials for our customers
- You work with state-of-the-art data processing technologies and frameworks
- Drive your own ideas for code and process improvements
- You are working in a scrum team

Our Requirements

- You don’t like to leave questions unanswered and love to understand data
- Passion for clean code and an eye for simplicity and pragmatism
- You are fluent in Scala or Java
- Basics in SQL
- Experience with Apache Beam or Apache Spark is beneficial
- Knowledge in machine learning is beneficial

Our Benefits

- The chance to shape the aviation industry worldwide
- No routines, but new and challenging projects with global impact
- The chance to work for an exciting start-up and build innovative aviation solutions
- Dynamic environment with flat hierarchies
- Flexible work hours and possibilities for home office
- Taking responsibility and make independent decisions
- Fast implementation of innovative and creative ideas
- Possibility for further education

For this position, a collective agreement minimum salary of € 2,393 gross per month applies. There is, depending on the qualification, the willingness to overpayment.

You feel addressed? Send us your application asap: jobs@aeroficial.com

www.aeroficial.com
Full Stack Developer (f/m)
8010 Graz, Austria / STARTING TIME: September 2018

Company Description:
Aeroficial Intelligence is a Graz based IT-Start-up focusing on flight data analytics within the commercial air transport sector. We are currently incubated at the ESA Business Incubation Center Austria in Graz.

Your Responsibility
- You are developing our analytics tools and design complex web applications for data visualisation
- In cooperation with our data engineers you are developing our data pipelines and furthermore you are also working on new microservices for our analytics tools
- Drive your own ideas for code and process improvements
- You are working in a scrum team

Our Requirements
- You have a passion for web development and you love interesting challenges
- Passion for clean code and an eye for simplicity and pragmatism
- Solid programming experience in JavaScript, TypeScript and Java
- Ideally you already have experience in the usage of design patterns and working in a CI/CD environment
- Experience with Angular, Spring, Elasticsearch or Kubernetes is beneficial

Our Benefits
- The chance to shape the aviation industry worldwide
- No routines, but new and challenging projects with global impact
- The chance to work for an exciting start-up and build innovative aviation solutions
- Dynamic environment with flat hierarchies
- Flexible work hours and possibilities for home office
- Taking responsibility and make independent decisions
- Fast implementation of innovative and creative ideas
- Possibility for further education

For this position, a collective agreement minimum salary of € 2.393 gross per month applies. There is, depending on the qualification, the willingness to overpayment.

You feel addressed? Send us your application asap: jobs@aeroficial.com

www.aeroficial.com
Frontend Developer (f/m)
8010 Graz, Austria / STARTING TIME: September 2018

Company Description:
Aeroficial Intelligence is a Graz based IT-Start-up focusing on flight data analytics within the commercial air transport sector. We are currently incubated at the ESA Business Incubation Center Austria in Graz.

Your Responsibility
- You are developing our analytics tools and design complex web applications for data visualisation
- In cooperation with our data engineers you are developing our data pipelines and furthermore you are also working on new microservices for our analytics tools
- Drive your own ideas for code and process improvements
- You are working in a scrum team in close cooperation with backend developers and data engineers

Our Requirements
- You have a passion for web development and you love interesting challenges
- Passion for clean code and an eye for simplicity and pragmatism
- You master the basics and code solid HTML5 and CSS
- Solid programming experience in JavaScript or TypeScript
- Ideally you already have experience with SCSS and Angular 6

Our Benefits
- The chance to shape the aviation industry worldwide
- No routines, but new and challenging projects with global impact
- The chance to work for an exciting start-up and build innovative aviation solutions
- Dynamic environment with flat hierarchies
- Flexible work hours and possibilities for home office
- Taking responsibility and make independent decisions
- Fast implementation of innovative and creative ideas
- Possibility for further education

For this position, a collective agreement minimum salary of € 2.393 gross per month applies. There is, depending on the qualification, the willingness to overpayment.

You feel addressed? Send us your application asap: jobs@aeroficial.com

www.aeroficial.com